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Powerful Coaching Conversations

Dena Zook-Howell, IFL Fellow & Annine Crystal, Ed.D.

Participant Outcomes
• Learn the importance of creating conditions for effective coaching 

using video by establishing a pedagogical and content focus

• Engage with new cognitive tools designed to assist coaches to 
confer more effectively with teachers

• Analyze  coach/teacher video of conferring and accompanying 
transcripts, using cognitive tools as a lens, to learn routines and 
coaching moves that assist teachers to develop a reflective 
practice

• Consider the ways in which video acts as a powerful artifact of 
practice for teacher/coach collaboration, learning, and reflection

Content-Focused Coaching What is Content-Focused Coaching®?
Content-Focused Coaching is a professional development model 
designed to promote student achievement by

• engaging teachers in regular, on-going examination of 
classroom practice in a content area, 

• assisting teachers in understanding and using a set of Core 
Issues as the framework for preparing, enacting and reflecting 
on rigorous instruction,

• providing teachers with an opportunity to learn from each 
other and become reflective practitioners, and

• contributing to the development of a collaborative learning 
community.

® - Content-Focused Coaching is a registered trademark of the University of Pittsburgh.
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Why Do We Need the 
Content-Focused Coaching Model?

To provide rigorous content-specific instruction, 
educators (teachers, coaches, leaders) need to 
develop:
• Knowledge of content - Rigorous literacy
• Knowledge of pedagogy - Effective teaching
• Pedagogical content knowledge - Effective 

teaching of rigorous literacy
• Powerful habits of reflective practice

• Is research based – See handout with publications
• Develops powerful habits of reflective practice
• Focuses on rigorous, standards-based pedagogical content 

knowledge
• Focuses on advancing student learning, not on “fixing” the 

teacher
• Coach and teachers are co-accountable for student learning
• Situates the coach both as an expert and as a learner
• Provides differentiated, sustained professional 

development, applicable to classroom practice
• Promotes a collaborative nested learning community
• Builds district professional development capacity

The Content-Focused Coaching Model
Distinguishing Features

Before After
Reliant more on memory of coach 
and teacher, even with lesson 
transcript by observer. 

Able to see complexities of 
classroom, i.e.,  facial expressions, 
body language, resources used;  
Includes large and small details from 
the lesson.

Used primarily written artifacts –
scripting, lesson plans, and/or 
student work, sometimes audio

Video with audio (and accompanying 
transcript).  All student/teacher 
voices and interactions are 
seen/heard.

Ambiguity in the effect of 
instructional choices. 

Clarity of the impact of instructional 
choices.

Coach presence required during 
lesson.

Coach presence not required during 
lesson.

Coaching Before Video and After: 
One Coach’s Story

Framework Summarizing                 
Instructional Model
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Framework Dimension:
Pose Questions to Construct the Gist

Teacher Moves in Discussion Student Moves in Discussion

• Ask open-ended questions that require 
students to respond in longer, more 
elaborate ways to explain idea in the 
text

• Ask questions that surface students’ 
potential misunderstandings

• Ask questions in sequence that help 
students construct understanding of 
the key ideas in the text 

• Demonstrate understanding of key
ideas in the text

• Respond using own words rather than 
repeating the text verbatim

• Respond in longer ways that connect 
ideas within the text

Context of the Video Example
Content: Text discussion to support reading 

comprehension
Grade: 5th Grade 
Text: The Memory Coat, by Elvira Woodruff
Teacher: Nancy Mitchell
Coach: Annine Crystal
School: Baldwin Lower Middle School

Guilford Public Schools, Guilford, CT
Segments: Lesson Segment

Norms for Collaborative Study  
Goal of all professional conversations: To advance our 
own learning, not “fix” the practice of others

• Facilitator chooses lens for study.
• Agree to read/watch through the designated 

lens.
• Cite specific examples from transcript or video.
• Build on others’ ideas.
• Use language that is respectful of those in video 

and in group.

Individual Noticings

On Your Own:

Using the video segment and transcript, what do you 
notice?
What seems significant and worth discussing in this 
video segment during a post-conference? Why?
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Video Segment 1

Place holder for video

Shared Noticings and Thinking

Be prepared to Turn & Talk:

Using the video segment and transcript, what do you 
notice?
What seems significant? What would you elevate for 
discussion during a post-conference and how would 
you choose to address it?

StepBack

• What were the challenges in deciding what to 
elevate for discussion in a post conference?

• What supported your thinking?

One Important Coaching Tool
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Key Aspects of the                            
Content-Focused Coaching Model

• Learning focuses on a clearly articulated instructional 
model

• Coach and teacher use cognitive tools to support 
learning

• Dialogues focus on evidence-based reasoning about 
student learning

• There are multiple opportunities for teacher 
reflection

“Others have defined reflection as problem solving…to 
think creatively, imaginatively and critically about 
classroom practice… we might encapsulate reflection as 
a self-critical, investigative process wherein teachers 
consider the effect of their pedagogical decisions on 
their situated practice with the aim of improving those 
practices.”

Tripp, T. & Rich, P. (2011). Using video to analyze one’s own teaching. British Journal of Educational Technology, 

One Definition of Reflection…

© University of Pittsburgh 18

Analyzing a Post-Conference that 
Leverages Video for Reflection

First, we will watch an excerpt of a post-conference. 
Then, let’s examine the post-conference transcript with a 
dual lens.

We will look for:

• use of conferring moves, and the effect those have on 
the coach/teacher conversation, and

• noticings by the teacher about the link between her 
practice and student thinking/learning. 

Analyzing a Post-Conference that 
Leverages Video for Reflection
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Goal of all professional conversations is to advance our 
own learning—not “fix” the practice of others.
• Facilitator chooses lens for study.
• Agree to observe through the designated lens.
• Cite specific examples from video or transcript.
• Build on others’ ideas.
• Use language that is respectful of those helping us 

advance our learning through observation of their 
work.

Norms for Collaborative Study Post-Conference Leveraging Video

Place holder for video

Let’s take a few minutes to revisit the transcript 
individually, and then you will have 10 minutes to work 
as a table.

We will look for:

• use of conferring moves, and the effect those have on 
the coach/teacher conversation, and

• noticings by the teacher about the link between her 
practice and student thinking/learning. 

Analyzing a Post-Conference that 
Leverages Video for Reflection Whole Group Discussion

Share noticings from video and transcript across 
tables:

• use of conferring moves, and the effect those 
have on the coach/teacher conversation, and

• noticings by the teacher about the link between 
her practice and student thinking/learning. 
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Whole Group Discussion

• How would you characterize the nature of this 
dialogue?

• What can you identify that might be contributing to 
the nature of this conferring conversation?   

Teachers reflect on what they notice.

Professional vision = selective attention + knowledge 
based reasoning

Shifting of professional vision is necessary and difficult, 
and must occur along with new content and 

pedagogical knowledge

Big Idea

© University of Pittsburgh 26

Close-Up of Reflective Question 
and Teacher Written Reflection

Close-Up of Reflective Question 
and Teacher Written Reflection
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Goal of all professional conversations is to advance our 
own learning—not “fix” the practice of others.
• Facilitator chooses lens for study.
• Agree to observe through the designated lens.
• Cite specific examples from reflective question or 

teacher’s written reflection.
• Build on others’ ideas.
• Use language that is respectful of those helping us 

advance our learning through observation of their 
work.

Norms for Collaborative Study 

Private Work Time
• Review the Framework. 
• Read the two examples of reflective questions 

developed by the coach and the teacher’s written 
reflections that she wrote after viewing her video 
clips.

• Jot notes or highlight portions that demonstrate 
connections to the Framework as a tool for thinking 
about and reflecting on specifics of instruction.

Close-Up of Reflective Question and 
Teacher Written Reflection

Pairs/Trios Work
• Where do you see the coach make use of the 

Framework when crafting her reflective questions?
• Where do you see the teacher make use of the 

Framework when reflecting on the video and 
writing her thoughts?

• What benefits might this whole experience 
provide to the teacher? To the coach?

Close-Up of Reflective Question and 
Teacher Written Reflection

Considering the learning you have just engaged 
in, what wonderings do you still have about the 
use of video within a coaching cycle?

Consider…

© University of Pittsburgh 32
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Coaches need to be able to:
• Establish collaborative relationship and inquiry stance
• Anticipate teacher thinking and practice
• Establish collaborative goals (pre-conference) or focus 

on established goals (post-conference)
• Plan for coach-teacher conversations
– Recognize both strengths and areas for growth
– Select evidence to elevate for discussion

• Use coach moves to support teachers to think and 
reason interpretively, and with depth and specificity

When Conferring One-on-One

© University of Pittsburgh 33

Factors that enhance the use of video:
• Strategic reflection—framed and purposeful

• Shared model of high-quality instruction

• Tool or Framework that guides analysis

• Selected video clips

• Expert facilitation/collaboration

Factors that impede the use of video:
• Simply watching one’s own video

• Lack of teacher voice in setting goal/purpose

• Lack of inquiry stance 

(van Es, et al., 2014; Borko, et al., 2010; Walsh, et al., in review)

Research Says…

(© University of Pittsburgh 34

Take Away Idea
Content-Focused Coaching is a collaborative 
relationship grounded in specificity that privileges 
reflection as the key professional habit for effecting 
change at the classroom level.

Video provides a valuable artifact that can be 
leveraged for substantive refining of professional 
vision.

Consider…

• Through what venues (school-wide PD, online 
workshops) does your school or district create the 
conditions for effective coaching by building a strong, 
common vision of the pedagogy and content that 
support instruction?

• How might video as an artifact of practice impact 
your coaching conferences, and further a community 
of reflective practitioners?
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Annine Crystal, crystala@guilfordschools.org

Dena Zook-Howell, dkz5@pitt.edu
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